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to repeat that the question of the Straits can hardly be
advanced a step except through European complications.
These complications, to judge from present conditions, would
find us in alliance with France, and in a possible, but not
at all assured, alliance with England, or at least with her
as a benevolent neutral. In the Balkans, in case of Euro-
pean complications, we could count on Serbia, and perhaps
on Rumania. . . .30°
The Tsar approved Sazonov's report, and the discussion
by various Ministers, as proposed, took place en January
13,1914. Sazonov also sent a copy of it to M. Grigorovitch,
the Naval Minister, who passed it on to the Admiralty
Staff for examination. The latter naturally endorsed very
heartily Sazonov's proposal for strengthening the Black Sea
Meet. They urged that only by this means could Russia
make her voice heard in the concert of Europe and in deal-
ings with Turkey, where Russia's influence was already
sadly inadequate. The Admiralty Staff suggested several
measures for the immediate strengthening of the Black
Sea Jleet: speeding up the construction of vessels already
being built; the purchase of Dreadnoughts abroad, and the
prevention of their purchase by Turkey; and the prepara-
tion of plans for the combined action of the Baltic and the,
Black Sea Fleets against Turkey.301
On the basis of these suggestions the Naval Minister
made a long report to the Tsar, endorsing Sazonov's ideas:
The systematic and successful preparations of operations
of our fleet for the dominating control on the sea at the
Constantinople channel and in the waters of the Aegean and
Mediterranean adjacent to it demand careful and persistent
Stieve in suppressing passages in which Sazonov expresses his desire to
preserve peace and the status quo.
300 For the continuation of Sazonov's report, concerning Rumania,
Serbia, and Austria, see above at note 222.
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